Money. Power. Respect.
6 x 60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Opening Arguments
Six fierce female entertainment attorneys unite in New York City as they fight to get the Money,
Power and Respect they desire. But drama ignites when their professional and personal lives
collide. Counsel Kelly Shapiro ditches her boyfriend in LA while good friend and attorney Nakia
Thomas comes on board to elevate her passion for fashion. Meanwhile, battle lines are drawn
between trial attorney Dana Whitfield and husband Lord Jamar when Dana decides to transition to
artist management. Dana invites entertainment attorney Tiffany Ballard to scout for new artists, but
they clash in their styles and approaches. As the women strive to get to the top in the hip hop
music industry, entertainment attorney Wendy Credle hustles to get her son to the top of his
collegiate career as she struggles to pay for a prestigious college. During a photoshoot for one of
Wendy’s celeb clients, intellectual property attorney Kendell Kelly is shocked to her core when she
receives a mysterious phone call from a woman claiming that she has been having an affair with
her live-in boyfriend!

2. The Mistress is my Witness
After a shocking call from another woman, Kendell uses the tricks of her legal training to crack her
boyfriend’s affair wide open. Drama hits the fan when Kendell ambushes her unfaithful man with
his mistress! The women jet to Jamaica for a business conference and plan to have a little bit of
fun while they are there. But when Kendell breaks down over her boyfriend’s betrayal, the claws
come out. Nakia, friend of Kendell’s ex, judges Kendell for mixing her emotions with business.
Kelly uses Kendell’s vulnerability against her when she meets with the respected entertainment
attorney Ed Woods and throws Kendell under the bus.. Kelly’s plan backfires when Ed spills the
tea to Kendell.

3. Till Death Do Us Manage
A party in Jamaica takes an unexpected turn when Kendell finds out Kelly threw her under the
bus; they go head-to-head and group unity is threatened. The feud continues back in NY when Ed
forces Kendell and Kelly to work together on an important fashion project. Dana struggles to find
an artist to manage that will meet with her husband Lord Jamar’s approval, and is embarrassed
when one of her musical “finds” delivers a shoddy performance at a new artist showcase. Wendy’s
family friend looks to her for help after a run-in with the cops and subsequent arrest. Wendy calls a
group meeting to get the whole team on board for a project but strong minds clash and everyone
is shocked when Ed Woods goes on a tirade and storms out. All hell breaks loose when business
gets personal--Tiffany makes a play for Dana’s client, Shaun Doe!
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4. Judging Wendy
Dana scopes out new talent to add to her management roster at her annual empowerment brunch
while she continues to clash with Dana over doing business with her former client, Shaun Doe.
Business continues to get personal when Kendell meets with Ed to knock Kelly off the Brent
Zachary project. And when Ed doesn’t see eye-to-eye, Kendell takes matters into her own hands
to have business work in her favor. But when it’s time to meet with the client, will her plans
backfire? Dana meets with her niece Armani in the studio, who outshined the other talent that
performed at her brunch. But will her husband Lord Jamar take over? Drama ensues over
Wendy’s constitutional rights PSA. Nakia spills the tea to Dana about Wendy not wanting Lord
Jamar on the PSA. Meanwhile, Ed meets with close colleague and TV personality, Judge Mathis
who reveals shocking news- unbeknownst to Ed, Wendy has called on the judge for the PSA.
Tension ignites at Wendy’s next PSA meeting when Nakia challenges Judge Mathis and Ed steps
aside from the project. Hoping to keep the peace within ‘the dream team,’ the women meet for
dinner. But when Kelly continues to grind Kendell’s gears and Dana and Tiffany’s feud reignites it’s war!

5. Breach of Contract
A fun dinner event is ruined when Tiffany and Dana continue to clash over client Shaun Doe. After
blowing up at two PSA meetings, Ed confronts Wendy, but when his professionalism is put into
question, will he storm out for a third time? Wendy announces everyone’s part in the PSA and
chooses the legendary rapper that will be center stage of the production but tension ignites when
Dana’s husband, Lord Jamar, is not considered relevant enough to take part. Kelly eavesdrops
and hears that Wendy will be setting Kendell up with Grammy nominated artist and tech innovator,
Ryan Leslie-a client Kelly is eager to meet. Kendell is blindsided when a devious Kelly and Nakia
ambush her meeting with Ryan Leslie in the office. Tiffany invites Kendell to watch her promote a
client at XM Sirius Radio but makes it clear that she will not be inviting Dana. When Kendell tries
to get Tiffany and Dana to reconcile their differences and invites Dana to come along, bad blood
reemerges…

6. Closing Arguments
Wendy prepares for her PSA, hoping the shoot will be orderly but it turns out to be anything but.
Dana meets with Reggie Ossé, Host of “The Combat Jack Show,” to get career advice. And when
he presents Dana with a recording from rapper, Skitzo, Dana likes what she hears but fears
potential friction with husband Lord Jamar as he is adamant about her staying away from male
artists. Kendell takes her feud with Kelly’s to another level when she investigates Kelly and comes
across questionable information. Meanwhile, Nakia plans a ten-year anniversary party for her
fashion and lifestyle blog, StyleChile. Kelly gets an emergency call from her boss at Thesis
Couture and must jet back to LA, putting Wendy’s PSA shoot in jeopardy as she holds the permit
needed to shoot the production! And when the rapper for the PSA also goes missing in action,
desperate times calls for desperate measures and Kendell is forced to call Dana to get Lord Jamar
to save the shoot, but may be a little too late to ask for any favors. After the PSA wraps, Nakia
offers to play the PSA at her blog party and invites Wendy, Tiffany and Kendell. In the studio, Lord
Jamar is shocked when he finds out that Dana will be pursuing a male rapper. Everyone is on
edge wondering if Lord Jamar will give his approval or squash his wife's dreams. Wendy and
Kendell get ready for Nakia’s party, but when Wendy receives an urgent call from a friend that
caught Nakia spreading rumors that Wendy slept her way to success...it’s on!
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